We consider the asymptotic behavior of nite sphere packings in the face centered cubic lattice (fcc), the hexagonal closest packing (hcp) and related periodic structures. We use concepts as the parametric density and the density deviation and compare packings in di erent periodic structures. We prove that for any structure M there is a range for the parameter % such that the regular octahedron in fcc is asymptotically %{denser than any polytope in M . This result has a physical and a mathematical aspect: (a) Most of the noble gases cristallize in fcc. So it is a model for this physical fact. The Lennard{Jones potential does not re ect this fact. (b) Further it shows that large sphere packings of the critical lattice converge faster to the density L = = p 18 than other periodic sphere packings. So it is a nite contribution to the Kepler problem.
Introduction
We consider the asymptotic behavior of nite sphere packings in the face centered cubic lattice (fcc) and in the hexagonal closest packing (hcp). These are built by laminated 2{dimensional hexagonal lattices by putting the centers over holes in the adjacent layer. If A denotes the 0{position, then there are two holes per fundamental domain, which determine B and C. Now fcc is built as ABCABC : : : (or ACBACB : : : ) and hcp as ABAB : : : . Furthermore we allow any periodic sequence of A, B, C with the restriction that adjacent types are di erent.
These periodic structures can be written as M = L n + ft 1 ; : : : ; t n g, where t 1 = 0 and t j = (j ? 1) (?2; 2; 2) t + j (2; 1; 1) t ; j = 2; : : : ; n; with j 2 f0; 1; 2g (note that j = 0; 1; 2 yields A, B or C) and L n is the lattice with basis n (3; 3; 0) t ; (3; 0; 3) t ; (?2n; 2n; 2n) (u) = (u) kuk :
We call (u) the optimal facet density in direction of u. It measures the volume of the balls per unit of the surface area. So it has homogeniety degree 1 rather than 0 as densities usually have.
Let P(L n ) be the set of d{dimensional polytopes with facet normals in L n . For a polytope P 2 P(L n ) with facets F 1 ; : : : ; F k orthogonal to u 1 ; : : : ; u k 2 L n let f i = V d?1 (F i ); i = 1; : : : ; k, be the (d ?1){volume of the facets. Then we can measure the nite packing quality of P via the density deviation
Actually the density deviation comes from a limiting process of parametric densities of arrangements R close to P; 2 N (see S]). The j (u) describe families of parallel planes orthogonal to u containing points of t j + L n . The maximum in (u) comes from the choice of one of those families as the most e ective planes for a possible facet of R .
The density deviation can be regarded as the second term in the Laurent expansion of M (C; P; %) and so it is a kind of a derivative in in nity (see W4] ). Note that the optimal arrangements C n for xed n are not necessarily identical with real atom clusters. So as an averiging process we use R instead of C n .
In S] it was proved that, if for P; Q 2 P(L n ), M (P; %) < M (Q; %), then P is, in a natural sense, asymptotically %{denser than Q. Further M ( ; %) takes its minimum in the Wul {shape
which is always a nonempty polytope for % > % M = sup u2L n (u). Let d = V (B d ) be the volume of the d{dimensional unit ball. Then the in nite packing density for M is M = n d detLn .
Since M is equal to the density 3 = = p 18 of the densest lattice packings of spheres for any n and any M, even polytopes from di erent structures P 2 P(L n ) and Q 2 P(L m ) are comparable. The minimal density deviation has the form (cf. Lemma 4 in S])
and therefore our aim is to nd for xed % a periodic arrangement M such that the volume of the corresponding W M is minimal.
We show that (u) p 3 for any M and u and as a consequence the Wul {shape for fcc, which is the regular octahedron for small %, asymptotically yields the best nite parametric densities. The Wul {shape for hcp for small % > p 3 is given by a truncated double pyramid over a regular hexagon. The angles to the basis are 62:06 : : : degree.
Theorem For any n 2 there is a % 0 (n) > p 3, such that for any M 6 = fcc with period n min (fcc ; %) < min (M; %); for p 3 < % < % 0 (n):
Note that % 0 (n) tends to p 3 for n ! 1, because one can choose M arbitrary close to fcc. 
Proof of the Theorem
We rst need the following bound for the optimal facet densities (u).
Lemma For M = L n + ft 1 ; : : : ; t n g and any choice of 2 ; : : : ; n and any u 2 L n holds (u) 
Now we distinguish two cases (4a) 3 6 jq,
In case (4a) the elements f3k=q(m?j)g; j = 1; : : : ; n in (4) The maximum for q 2 N is attained for q = 2 and hence (u) 5 41 p 123 = 1:3525 : : :. The maximum is only attained if n even, = n=2 and j is alternating, i.e. M = hcp . In case (4b) let q = 3r. The elements f3k=q(m ? j)g; j = 1; : : : ; n in (4) run through f0; 1=r; : : : ; (r ? 1)=rg and each i=r is attained 3c times. Hence The maximum for r 2 N is attained for r = 1 and hence (u) p 3. Equality only holds, if k = r = 1; 3jn; = n=3. In this case 1 (u) = : : : n (u) = 0 and (3) yields either j j ? 1 mod 3 or j ?(j ? 1) mod 3 and hence M = fcc .
Q.E.D.
